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Incident At Vichy
Collects some of Miller's last published fiction, revealing the playwright's insight, humanism, and empathy.
In Vichy, France, in 1942, nine men are detained under a shadowy pretext. As the tension builds, the men are questioned—are they the sort of
people whom the new Nazi regime considers ""inferior?" Contains: Strong Language, Offensive Language.
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for selected works by Arthur Miller, two-time Tony Winner
and 1949 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama. Titles in this study guide include All My Sons, Death of a Salesman, The Crucible, A Memory Of
Two Mondays, A View From The Bridge, After The Fall, and Incident at Vichy. As an influential, yet controversial, figure of American theatre,
Miller expertly combined social awareness with a searching concern for his characters' inner ambitions. Moreover, Miller offered his
audiences great entertainment mixed with thought-provoking social criticism. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history
of Miller’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons they have stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study
Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test
Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring
characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their
understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
THE STORY: The setting of the play is the stylish Manhattan apartment of Rose Weiss, the time 1946. Although born in Poland, Rose, now in
her twentie,s came to the United States with her father, Mordechai, at the age of four and is now completely
The Algeria Hotel in Vichy was the sight of the Gestapo Headquarters in World War II: an emblem of the French cohabitation with the worst
excesses of Nazism. This book aims to lift the veil of amnesia now shrouding France's collective memory of such collusion - in Bordeaux,
Vichy and Tulle.

A Penguin Classic This classic collection—the only one-volume selection of Arthur Miller's work available—presents a rich cross
section of writing from one of our most influential and humane playwrights, containing in full his masterpieces The Crucible and
Death of a Salesman. This essential collection also includes the complete texts of After the Fall, The American Clock, The Last
Yankee, and Broken Glass, winner of the Olivier Award for Best Play of 1995, as well as excerpts from Miller's memoir Timebends.
An essay by Harold Clurman and Christopher Bigsby's introduction discuss Miller's standing as one of the greatest American
playwrights of all time and his importance to twentieth-century literature. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Arthur Miller’s penultimate play, Resurrection Blues, is a darkly comic satirical allegory that poses the question: What would
happen if Christ were to appear in the world today? In an unidentified Latin American country, General Felix Barriaux has captured
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an elusive revolutionary leader. The rebel, known by various names, is rumored to have performed miracles throughout the
countryside. The General plans to crucify the mysterious man, and the exclusive television rights to the twenty-four-hour reality-TV
event have been sold to an American network for $25 million. An allegory that asserts the interconnectedness of our actions and
each person’s culpability in world events, Resurrection Blues is a comedic and tragic satire of precarious morals in our mediasaturated age.
A novel of man's inhumanity to man and a brilliant study of everyday anti-semitism at work in society, FOCUS is set in Brooklyn in
the last years of World War 2. It is the story of Lawrence Newman, office worker and ordinary anti-semite, who suddenly is
mistaken for a Jew when he begins to wear glasses. The change in his appearance leads inevitably to him experiencing the
bigotry of the neighbours he'd been friendly with before; and in due course he finds support and understanding with one of the very
Jewish immigrants he had previously so despised. This highly allegorical novel, possibly the first in American literature to deal
directly with anti-semitism, is narrated with Miller's customary eloquence, and incorporates a cleverty-fashioned subplot concerning
Newman's marriage to a woman whom he once refused to employ. This edition includes a preface entitled 'The Face in the Mirror:
Anti-Semitism Then and Now', in which Miller writes: 'Focus is much involved with impersonations. Its central image is the turning
lens of the mind of an anti-Semitic man forced by his circumstances to see anew his own relationships to the Jew.' This novel
explores the consequences which unravel once L
Quentin is a successful lawyer in New York, but inside his head he is struggling with his own sense of guilt and the shadows of his
past relationships. One of these an ill-fated marriage to the charming and beautiful Maggie, who went from operating a
switchboard to become a self-destructive star - a singer everyone wanted a piece of. After the Fall is often seen as the most
explicitly autobiographical of Arthur Miller's plays, and Maggie as an unflinching portrait of Miller's ex-wife Marilyn Monroe, only two
years after her suicide. But in its psychological acuity and depth, and its brilliant, dreamlike structure, it is a literary, and not just
biographical, masterpiece.
The collected essays of the “moral voice of [the] American stage” (The New York Times) in a Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition
Arthur Miller was not only one of America’s most important twentieth-century playwrights, but he was also one of its most
influential literary, cultural, and intellectual voices. Throughout his career, he consistently remained one of the country’s leading
public intellectuals, advocating tirelessly for social justice, global democracy, and the arts. Theater scholar Susan C. W. Abbotson
introduces this volume as a selection of Miller’s finest essays, organized in three thematic parts: essays on the theater, essays on
specific plays like Death of a Salesman and The Crucible, and sociopolitical essays on topics spanning from the Depression to the
twenty-first century. Written with playful wit, clear-eyed intellect, and above all, human dignity, these essays offer unmatched
insight into the work of Arthur Miller and the turbulent times through which he guided his country. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
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series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as
well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Victor, a New York cop nearing retirement, moves among furniture in the disused attic of a house marked for demolition. Cabinets,
desks, a damaged harp, an overstuffed armchair - the relics of a lost life of affluence he's finally come to sell. But when his brother
Walter, who he hasn't spoken to in years, arrives, the talk stops being just about whether Victor's been offered a fair price for the
furniture, and turns to the price that one and not the other of them paid when their father lost both his fortune and the will to go on
...
The second volume in Methuen Drama's series of the definitive works of Arthur Miller.
This anthology gathers some of Modern Drama's most distinguished pieces on America's four most important playwrights since
Eugene O'Neill: Tennessee Williams, Arthur Miller, Edward Albee, and Sam Shepard. While Parker has chosen these authors "as
representative of the main stream of American dramatic tradition," she does not offer a general overview of the plays or
playwrights, nor any general orientation to aid the reader. These essays are written by scholars for serious students of American
drama. The majority of the essays concentrate on a single play, and while they appeared decades ago, all were major articles in
the field. Old but solid, they should still be of interest to students and scholars alike.
On Mother's Day, 31 May 1942, a group of women stormed a small grocery store at the intersection of two Parisian market streets,
the rue de Buci and the rue de Seine, to protest the food shortages that had become a chronic feature of daily life. The thenoutlawed French Communist party aimed to channel the frustrations of hungry Parisians by organizing such actions throughout the
capital and beyond. The so-called "women's demonstration on the rue de Buci" was one such protest, part of a larger, overarching
resistance movement against the collaborationist Vichy regime and the German occupiers. The Buci affair became a cause
célèbre, in no small part owing to its tragic consequences: the imprisonment, deportation, and execution of some of the
protagonists. This book takes an in-depth look at this singular event, its dramatic repercussions, and its rich postwar afterlife. An
extraordinary documentary record, together with the oral testimony of surviving resisters, reveal the minute intricacies of an
underground partisan operation; the lives and deaths of the protesters, both women and men; the deployment of gender difference
as a weapon of war, and the ways in which the incident has been remembered, commemorated, or forgotten. This book is also a
meditation on the writing of history itself. Just as the author turns the event inside out to reveal the internal workings of a
clandestine action that were hidden from public view, she turns her own project inside out, exposing the story behind the story that
readers rarely see.
“one of the most important plays of our time” --Howard Taubman, The New York Times In Vichy France in 1942, eight men and a
boy are seized by the collaborationist authorities and made to wait in a building that may be a police station. Some of them are
Jews. All of them have something to hide—if not from the Nazis, then from their fellow detainees and, inevitably, from themselves.
For in this claustrophobic antechamber to the death camps, everyone is guilty. And perhaps none more so than those who can
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walk away alive. In Incident at Vichy, Arthur Miller re-creates Dante's hell inside the gaping pit that is our history and populates it
with sinners whose crimes are all the more fearful because they are so recognizable.

Tom O'Toole, a private detective is hired by Angela Crispini, to clear the name of Felix Daniels, a local boy convicted of
murdering his uncle, despite the fact that the whole town knows the identity of the real killer
A masterful mix of art, sex, and politics behind the Iron Curtain, by America’s greatest dramatist In an unnamed Eastern
European capital, four writers gather in what was once an archbishop’s palace. There is Adrian, a successful American
author struggling with questions about a novel he has set in the city, and Marcus, a once-imprisoned radical who has
become a darling of the current regime. Finally, there is Sigmund, perhaps the country’s greatest living writer, who
refuses to compromise his artistic integrity to appease the regime. Between them all is Maya, a poet and actress who has
been a mistress and muse to each man. The ornately decorated ceiling above them may or may not be bugged, and the
group carefully watches their words as they discuss the play’s central dilemma – should Sigmund stay and resist the
oppressive state, or should he defect and pursue his art in freedom? Their conversation poses crucial questions about
mass surveillance, morality, and the authenticity of art, and remains as relevant today as it was during the height of the
Cold War.
THE STORY: Harry Peters walks into an old club, greeting what may be an old friend or a long lost brother. The club
brings back memories, or creates them, and even though he is not sure which, he is there for a reason: to find out
something about h
From 1940 to 1942, French secret agents arrested more than two thousand spies working for the Germans and executed
several dozen of them—all despite the Vichy government’s declared collaboration with the Third Reich. A previously
untold chapter in the history of World War II, this duplicitous activity is the gripping subject of The Hunt for Nazi Spies, a
tautly narrated chronicle of the Vichy regime’s attempts to maintain sovereignty while supporting its Nazi occupiers.
Simon Kitson informs this remarkable story with findings from his investigation—the first by any historian—of thousands of
Vichy documents seized in turn by the Nazis and the Soviets and returned to France only in the 1990s. His pioneering
detective work uncovers a puzzling paradox: a French government that was hunting down left-wing activists and
supporters of Charles de Gaulle’s Free French forces was also working to undermine the influence of German spies who
were pursuing the same Gaullists and resisters. In light of this apparent contradiction, Kitson does not deny that Vichy
France was committed to assisting the Nazi cause, but illuminates the complex agendas that characterized the
collaboration and shows how it was possible to be both anti-German and anti-Gaullist. Combining nuanced conclusions
with dramatic accounts of the lives of spies on both sides, The Hunt for Nazi Spies adds an important new dimension to
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our understanding of the French predicament under German occupation and the shadowy world of World War II
espionage.
To celebrate the centennial of his birth, the collected plays of America’s greatest twentieth-century dramatist in a
beautiful bespoke hardcover edition In the history of postwar American art and politics, Arthur Miller casts a long shadow
as a playwright of stunning range and power whose works held up a mirror to America and its shifting values. The
Penguin Arthur Miller celebrates Miller’s creative and intellectual legacy by bringing together the breadth of his plays,
which span the decades from the 1930s to the new millennium. From his quiet debut, The Man Who Had All the Luck,
and All My Sons, the follow-up that established him as a major talent, to career hallmarks like The Crucible and Death of
a Salesman, and later works like Mr. Peters’ Connections and Resurrection Blues, the range and courage of Miller’s
moral and artistic vision are here on full display. This lavish bespoke edition, specially produced to commemorate the
Miller centennial, is a must-have for devotees of Miller’s work. The Penguin Arthur Miller will ensure a permanent place
on any bookshelf for the full span of Miller’s extraordinary dramatic career. The Penguin Arthur Miller includes: The Man
Who Had All the Luck, All My Sons, Death of a Salesman, An Enemy of the People, The Crucible, A View from the
Bridge, After the Fall, Incident at Vichy, The Price, The Creation of the World and Other Business, The Archbishop’s
Ceiling, The American Clock, Playing for Time, The Ride Down Mt. Morgan, The Last Yankee, Broken Glass, Mr. Peters’
Connections, and Resurrection Blues.
A Penguin Classic When Dr. Stockmann discovers that the water in the small Norwegian town in which he is the resident physician has been
contaminated, he does what any responsible citizen would do: reports it to the authorities. But Stockmann's good deed has the potential to
ruin the town's reputation as a popular spa destination, and instead of being hailed as a hero, Stockmann is labeled an enemy of the people.
Arthur Miller's adaptation of Henrik Ibsen's classic drama is a classic in itself, a penetrating exploration of what happens when the truth
comes up against the will of the majority. This edition includes Arthur Miller’s preface and an introduction by John Guare. For more than
seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as upto-date translations by award-winning translators.
THE STORY: Brooklyn, New York. The end of November, 1938. Sylvia Gellberg has suddenly, mysteriously, become paralyzed from the
waist down. As the play opens, her husband, Phillip, and her doctor, Dr. Hyman, meet to discuss the prognosis and test r
THE STORY: In the detention room of a Vichy police station in 1942, eight men have been picked up for questioning. As they wait to be
called, they wonder why they were chosen. At first, their hopeful guess is that only their identity papers will be
In "Danger: Memory!" Two contrasting but thematically related one-act plays, I Can't Remember Anything and Clara, are concerned with
remembrance. The first play portrays the shared and disputed recollections of two elderly friends, and Clara dramatizes the resistance to
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brutal present-day fact when a young woman's father speaks with a detective investigating her murder. Like all of Miller's plays, Danger:
Memory! holds the powerful emotional charge and social perceptions associated with his work while reaching for one of the fundamental
issues of mankind, the selective amnesia of the past.
A car wreck on the slopes of Mt. Morgan puts poet and insurance tycoon Lyman Felt in the hospital. While Lyman recovers, two women meet
in the hospital to discover that they are both married to him. With his secrets exposed, Lyman tries to justify himself to the two women--the
prim, cultured Theo and the restless, ambitious Leah--at the same time hoping to convince himself that he is blameless. Moving between
broad farce and delicate tragedy, The Ride Down Mt. Morgan reveals the struggle between honesty with others and honesty with oneself.
This new edition incorporates the revisions Miller wrote for the acclaimed 1998 Public Theatre production starring Patrick Stewart.
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